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as shown by the saturation adiabats of Fig. 76. Hence, for both reasons —because the heat of the water is no longer available to the air from which it was condensed, the drops having been left behind, and because a decreasing amount of latent heat is to be had from further condensation, there being less and less precipitation per degree cooling—the rate of temperature decrease again approaches the adiabatic gradient of dry air, or 1° C. per 100 meters change of elevation.
Obviously, then, for some distance above the level at which condensation begins to set free its latent heat, the temperature of the rising mass of moist air departs farther and farther from the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere, at the same level, and, therefore, its buoyancy for a time as steadily increases. But, of course, as explained above, this increase of buoyancy does not continue to any great altitude.
In the lower atmosphere, continuous and progressive convection builds up the adiabatic gradient so gradually that no great difference, between the temperature of the rising column and that of the adjacent atmosphere, is anywhere possible. Hence, under ordinary conditions, the uprush in this region is never violent. But, whenever the vertical movement of the air brings about a considerable condensation it follows, as above explained, that there is likely to be an increase in its buoyancy, and, hence, a more or less rapid upward movement of the central portion, like air up a heated chimney, and for the same reason, together with, because of viscosity, a rolling and turbulent motion of the sides, of the type so often seen in towering cumulus clouds. Obviously, too, the uprushing column of air must continue to gain in velocity so long as its temperature is greater, or density less, than that of the surrounding atmosphere, except as modified by viscosity, and, therefore, have its greatest velocity near the level at which these two temperatures are the same. Hence, the rising column must ascend somewhat beyond its point of equilibrium, and then, because slightly undercooled, correspondingly drop back.
Figure 103, based upon approximately average conditions, illustrates the points just explained. The elevation is in kilometers and the temperature in degrees Centigrade.
AB is the adiabatic temperature gradient for nonsaturatod air, about 1° C. per 100 meters change in elevation. GCKDEF is the supposed temperature gradient before convection begins, or a decrease, in accordance with observations, of 6° C., about, per kilometer increase in elevation, except near the surface, where the temperature decrease, before convection has begun, ordinarily is less rapid, and at elevations between 5 kilometers, roughly, and the isothermal level, where it is more rapid.
As convection sets in, the temperature decrease near the surface soon approximates the adiabatic gradient for dry air, and this condition extends gradually to greater altitudes, till, in the given case, condensation

